TEACHER PERFORMANCE EVALUATION CHECKLIST

GENERAL CLASSROOM CHECKLIST
- The teacher is well dressed and prepared for the class
- The teacher is neat and organized
- Teacher follows classroom procedures so time is not wasted
- The teacher encourages students to follow cleanliness and hygiene
- Teacher monitors sanitization and grooming in all students

KNOWLEDGE OF SUBJECT MATTER CHECKLIST
- Teachers demonstrate a good depth of knowledge about the subject matter
- The teacher explains the concepts and procedures in an easy manner
- The teacher often uses creative examples to explain the concept
- The teacher is always curious to understand students’ knowledge and perspectives
- The teacher happily clears misunderstandings and misconceptions about the topic

CREATIVITY AND INNOVATION CHECKLIST
- The teacher always motivates students to speak up and present their opinions on the subject matter
- The teacher allows students to be creative in the learning environment
- The teacher arranges different classroom activities to keep students active
- The teacher often shares different applications and online games to enhance knowledge
- The teacher uses different resources including worksheets, books, and realistic examples to teach

RELATIONSHIP AND MOTIVATION CHECKLIST
- Teacher motivates students to do better
- Students can freely open up to teachers about their doubts and misconception regarding different topics
- The teacher helps students with the homework in case they are not able to understand it
- Teachers allow students to express their feelings about different classmates and friendships
- Students feel safe and happy with the teacher

EVALUATION AND FEEDBACK CHECKLIST
- The teacher often provides good feedback on homework projects and assignments
- Teacher returns homework in a timely manner
- The teacher is ready to accept any kind of discrepancy in score after the evaluation
- Teacher help students prepare their goals as per the result post examination
- The teacher is willing to offer suggestions and advice on how to improve performance